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1. Why Workplace 
Wellness Matters
Why You, Your Boss, & Your Boss’ Boss 
Should Care About Employee Wellness
5
The Impact of Stress
◍ Stress has psychological effects
◍ Stress has physiological effects 
◍ There are numerous long term side 
effects from stress
◍ 60%-90% of visits to the doctor may be 
prompted by stress-related complaints
6
It’s Getting Worse, Not Better
◍ 2013: 33% report feeling extreme stress 
& 48% report feeling their overall stress 
levels had increased in the past 5 years
◍ 2017: 61% report they felt exhausted and 
85% report feeling run down and drained
◍ 2019: 90% of respondents reported 
feeling behind despite high stress levels
7
...And Then Came COVID-19
The pandemic has triggered an array of 
emotional, physical, and economic issues 
worldwide. For many this has resulted in a 
sharp increase in stress through both direct 
and vicarious traumatization. 
8
So Why Should Organizations 
Care About Employee 
Wellness?
Sustained stress, ill health, and burnout can 
impact both individual and overall 
productivity, absenteeism, and turnover. 
9
Organizational Responses to Wellness
◍ Wellness Rewards Programs
◍ Preventative Health Programming
◍ Reduced-Rate Gym Access
◍ Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
◍ Spiritual Health Leave
◍ Flex Scheduling 
◍ Work From Home Options
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2. Supervisor Superpowers
“With Great Power Comes Great 
Responsibility” - Uncle Ben Parker
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◍ Reference Power 
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Lead By Example
Employees will interpret the culture and 
expectations based on either the reaction of 
those in supervisory capacities to the 
choices made by those whom their 
organizational power allows them to reward 
or punish, or by the behaviors and choices 










“Managers fly in, make a
lot of noise, dump on everyone, 
then fly out.” 
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Your Rocks Roll Downhill at Work
◍ Moods & emotions spread
◍ Avoid the middle-management squish
◍ Scheduling for self-survival
◍ Is this your monkey?
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Your Rocks Roll Downhill at Home, Too
◍ Family, friends, and communities can be 
“downhill” as well
◍ Develop a plan for decompressing after 
work
◍ Determine how you will establish and 
maintain a work/home divide
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Tips From My Mom (a Retired Administrator)
◍ The life-changing magic of silence
◍ The emergency file folder plan
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4. Mindfulness
What is it and why it matters
20
What Is Mindfulness?
“[Mindfulness is] the awareness 
that arises by paying attention, 
on purpose, in the present 
moment and nonjudgmentally”
21
Mindfulness Is Hard Work
◍ Mindfulness is not a natural state
◍ Our culture does not support or enable 
mindfulness
◍ Mindfulness is a constant practice, you 




◍ Meditation (silent, guided, visioning, etc.)
◍ Breathing exercises
◍ Body scan exercises








◍ Full Catastrophe Living by Jon Kabat-Zinn
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6. Supervisor Self-Care
(Or, Really, Self-Care for Any Working 
Person)
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You Can’t Pour From An Empty Cup
◍ Self-care is NOT selfish
◍ Self-care enables you to help others
◍ Do not expect more from yourself than 
you would expect from others




“Your wellness plan can 
look however you want it 
to, but the point is to 
name your current or 
anticipated needs, and 
who can support you in 
getting your needs met.” 
-The Audre Lorde Project
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Wellness Planning
“Your wellness plan can 
look however you want it 
to, but the point is to 
name your current or 
anticipated needs, and 
who can support you in 
getting your needs met.” 
-The Audre Lorde Project
28
Recommended Wellness Resources
◍ Science of Well-Being (Yale/Coursera)
◍ Overworked and Overwhelmed: The 
Mindfulness Alternative by Scott Eblin




Promise me that you will….
◍ Find people to socialize with who work 
outside your organization
◍ Make time to be physically active
◍ Find a spiritual outlet that is meaningful 
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